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Volume Preserving Mean Curvature Flow
Limit of a Nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau Equation.

l ia Bransard* Barbara Stoth*

Abstract. We study the asymptotic behaviour of radially symmetric solutions of the nonlocal
equation

In a bounded spherically symmetric domain ft C R"f where A,(<) m 1 fftW(<p) «fcr, with a Neumann
boundary condition. The analysis is based on "energy methods19 combined with some a-priori
estimates, the latter being used to approximate the sohtion by the first two terms of an asymptotic
expansion- We only need to assume that the initial data as well as their energy are bounded. We
show that, in the limit as e -+ 0, the interfaces move by a nonlocal mean curvature flow, which
preserves mass. As a byproduct of our analysis, we obtain an I? estimate on the "Lagrange
multiplier11 A*(<). In addition we show rigorously that the nonlocal Ginzburg-Landau equation and
the Cahn-Hilliard equation occur as special degenerate limits of a viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Section 1: Introduction.

We consider the nonlocal reaction-diffusion equation introduced recently by Rubinstein and
Sternberg [RS]

\ - \(t) « 0, (1.1)

in a bounded domain ft C BL"f * £ 2, with Neumann boundary condition

The potential IT is a bistable potential, that is W£ 0 and it vanishes exactly at two points.
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NSERC Canadian grant.
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Angewandte Mathematik, Universitat Bonn, 53115 Bonn, Deutachland.



The typical bistable potential is given by

^ > ' (1-3)

and we wiD present our results for this specific potential. However we point out that our results
can be extended to the more general case.

An important property of this flow is that its mass is preserved, that is

0. (1.4)

Rubinstein and Sternberg ([RS]) introduced the nonlocal equation (1.1) as a ampler alternative to
the classical Cahn-Hilliard equation [CH]

e<Pt = A(-eA<p+±W'(<p))f . (1.5)

to model phase separation after quenching (rapid cooling) of homogeneous binary systems such
as glasses and polymers. The function <p represents the difference in concentration of the binary
mixture and hence is a conserved quantity. Using multiple time scale asymptotic expansions to
study the behaviour of the solution to (1.1>-(1.2), Rubinstein and Sternberg [RS] obtained formally
that the domain ft is divided in regions where (p is dose to the local minima of W. Moreover the
interfaces { I \ } dividing these regions evolve (in the limit e —• 0) with normal velocity

where *i is the sum of principal curvatures of T, and |r,*| is its perimeter. This is a nonlocal volume-
preserving mean curvature flow. We propose to use an energy-type method to prove rigorously this
picture in a certain radially symmetric setting. More specifically, we assume that ft is a ball in Rn

and that <p is radial with several "transitions" spheres. Equation (1.1) is already written in the time
scale for which the nonlocal mean curvature flow occurs in times of order one. But by a rescaling, we
see that this problem corresponds to the singular perturbation problem <pT-e7 A<p+W'(<p)-e\ « 0.

Next, we shall compare the two equations (1.1) and (1.5), as well as their respective asymptotic
limiting flows. The Cahn-Hilliard equation is the gradient flow in H~l*(n x (0,T)) (cf [Fi]) for
the functional

while the nonlocal equation (1.1) is the gradient flow in I2(ft x [0,T]) for the same functional
(1.6) against the mass constraint (1.4). The associated (time independent) minimization problem,
that is, the problem of minimizing (1.6) with a mass constraint, has been studied by Luckhaus
and Modica [LM]. They obtain rigorously the first order expansion in e of the associated Lagrange
multiplier. In this context, we can interpret loosely the nonlocal term A = Xt(t) in (1.1) as a
Lagrange multiplier. In fact, because of the Neumann boundary condition (1.2), the expression for
Xe(t) is exactly what is needed for the gradient flow of Et[(p] to conserve mass.

The asymptotic behaviour of the solutions to (1.1) and (1.5) are very different. Formal analysis
of Pego [P] suggests that the asymptotic behaviour of (1.5) is given by the so-called Mullins-Sekerka
{MS] or Hele-Shaw problem:

Ati s 0 in ft\r, v = -#c on I \ l y = -V f



where r is an interface, K is the sum of principal curvatures of T and V is its normal velocity.
This has been proved recently by Stoth [S3] in the radial case in R", n < 3. Alikakos-Bates-Chen
(ABC] have a convergence result in general domains assuming that the limit flow is smooth and
with particular initial and boundary conditions.

Both limiting flows axe nonlocal and some existence results are known for each of them. Indeed,
Gage [G] has proved that a convex curve evolving by the volume constrained mean curvature flow
eventually becomes a sphere with the prescribed area. Also, there are simple examples which show
that non-convex surfaces may develop singularities in finite time (see e.g. [RS])« For the MuHins-
Serkerka problem, Chen [C] has proved a weak, local-in-time existence result for general smooth
initial manifolds, and a global existence result for curves (??) which are small perturbation of
spheres.

The most striking difference between the two limiting geometric flows is the effect of small
spheres. Indeed, in the radial case we can easily calculate explicitly the respective evolution laws
for the interfaces. In the three dimensional case, assuming that there axe two interfaces ra(<) < ( )
the nonlocal problem is given by (7.43)

while the Mullins-Sekerka problem is given by

i??? 0-8)r2 + rt

Therefore, as r? approaches 0, it is dear that r% approaches 0 in (1*7), while it approaches - ^
in (1*8). But, once the smallest sphere has disappeared, f% must be zero since the mass must be
preserved. This means that the flow for fi is strongly affected by asymptotically small spheres
in the Mullins-Sekerka model. In fact, Rubinstein and Steinberg [RS] used a multiple scattering
expansion known as the point interaction approximation method, to suggest that the Mullins-
Sekerka problem is not the appropriate asymptotic limit of the Cahn-Hilliard equation when there
are asymptotically small spheres.

There is an interesting connection between equations (1.1) and (1-5). Indeed, Rubinstein and
Steinberg observed that equations (1.1) and (1.5) arise by formally taking different parameter
limits (o - • 0 and v -* 0 respectively) in the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation a<pt = A(Wf(<p) ~
PAtp+vipt). This equation was introduced by Novick-Cohen in order to include viscous effect in
the Cahn-Hilliard model [NC]. We prove these convergence results rigorously in Section 8. This
suggests that by taking an appropriate choice of parameter limit in the viscous Cahn-Hilliard
equation, one should recover a different limit flow with possibly better properties.

We note that the singular limit of (1.1) provides a notion of weak solution for the nonlocal
mean curvature flow. However there is no uniqueness theorem in general: different sequences of
£*s might produce different limits. The same approach has been used to define a weak model for
mean curvature flow (cf [BK2], [DS1,2]) using the AHen-Cahn equation [AC]. In that case, Evans-
Soner-Souganidis [ESS] have shown that this model coincides with the weak notion of motion by
mean curvature in the sense of viscosity solutions (cf [CGG], [ES]).

We prove the convergence of the nonlocal equation (1.1) to the volume preserving mean cur-
vature flow in a radially symmetric setting. We assume that for ip e <p€

(1.9)



for tome positive constant u>. The second assumption means that the initial data must have a
transition-layer structure*, U . tpt * ±1 . The third condition ensures that there exists at least
one interface. The case of general initial data is much harder, we refer to Soner [So] for the
equivalent problem for the Allen-Cahn equation. Our method is an energy-type method similar to
the methods developed by Bronsard and Kohn [BK1,2], in order to study the singular limit of the
Allen-Cahn equation, and the methods developed by Stoth [81,2,3], in order to study the singular
limit of the phase-field model and the Cahn-Hilliard equation.

We now describe the method in more details. We first use 2?V-bounds (Proposition 2.3) to
obtain the existence of an Ll limit v for a subsequence of <pg (Remark 2.11), and then restrict
the discussion to this subsequence. In addition we show that there exists a monotone X1 limit £b
for Et[(f] (Corollary 2.12) which is used to define time intervals on which the variation of E€[<p]
is uniformly small (Lemma 2.21). These results are not restricted to the radially symmetric case.
In Section 4, we prove a further £'-estimate on the Lagrange multiplier Ac in the radial case
(Proposition 4.1), which implies the existence of a weak limit Ao for an approriate subsequence
(Remark 4.10).

The next step is the foundation of our approach. We show that away from the origin and
except at finitely many time points, (p€ is dose to the standing wave solution associated to the
equation Au - W'(u) = 0. More precisely, we obtain a locally uniform-in-time bound on || -
**l#l 2 + 2W(v>f)||t~(Ro4) which is valid except at finitely many time points (Proposition 3.9).
Since W(<p€) is bounded away from zero in the transition region of <p€i this means that \<p'€\ is
strictly bounded away from zero in that region. Therefore, using the Implicit Function Theorem,
the level sets of <pt are given by Holder-J graphs r = rj(<) (see (5.4)) that converge to some limits
r = F*(<) (see (5.6)). The task is to find the evolution equation satisfied by r m T(t).

We present the idea of the method for F m f*. Let x m £ p be a rescaling and *(*,<) = vCM)-
The equation for • becomes

' + IH"(#) - A, m 0.

We multiply it by $'( , where £ is a smooth time dependent test function, and in order to localize
around rc, we integrate over ( - ^ j t ^j ) and over (ti,t2). This gives

t

Now, if *(z) were the expected standing wave solution ± tanh (z) as: *o(*)> this would lead to the
following equation for the limit F

where Co = / 2 a y/^Wjjfj dtp is the constant surface tension, and v is the direction of the jump.
Thus all interfaces F* evolve according to -co (F* + *=*) ar 21/% (Proposition 7.31). But using
the mass conservation property we can calculate Ao explicitly in terms of F* (Proposition 7.38),
thereby deducing the equation for the limiting interface.



This formal derivation was done assuming that • « # 0 around each interface. Section 6 is
devoted to establishing H1** and El*°° bounds on the difference between • and ft0 (Corollary
6.37). We need a bound of order ci+* for some positive *, in order to replace * by ft0 in the
above equation. As expected for this type of problems, this means that we have to prove these
estimates for a higher order expansion. It turns out that in our case a second order expansion is
sufficient (Proposition 6.14). The main observation used in the proof is that the linearization of
the nonlinear operator around the standing wave defines a strictly elliptic operator (see Berger and
Fraenkel [BF] and Proposition 6.24).

We put everything together in Section 7, where we derive rigorously the equation for the
limiting interfaces. There are several difficulties to overcome. The most serious one is that we
cannot exclude a-priori the possibility that several interfaces r[ converge to the same point as
t - • 0. There are two cases to distinguish. Either an odd number of interfaces collide, and this
corresponds to a "true* interface or jump of the limit vy or an even number of interfaces collide, and
this corresponds to a "phantom* interface, i.e. v m 0. They correspond to interfaces separating the
same phase. We prove that true interfaces evolve by the nonlocal flow and that their "multiplicity*
is one almost everywhere. Furthermore, we show that phantom interfaces evolve by mean curvature,
but we do not characterize their multiplicity (Corollary 7.42). Making use of the properties of the
nonlocal flow, we also show that all interfaces decrease and at that most two true interfaces can
meet or nucleate (Corollary 7.42 and Remark 7.48). In fact there are examples where two interfaces
collide and disappear in the interior of the domain (Example 4.49). It is not dear whether they
continue as a phantom interface or completely disappear.

In the case n = 2, we note that as long as there are an even number of interfaces, the nonlocal
flow is simply mean curvature flow. In other words, the mean curvature preserves area in that case.

Our estimates of Section 6 are strong enough to prove a formula for the limit energy £*, that
counts both true and phantom interfaces together with their multiplicities. From this it follows
that there cannot be any riudeation in the interior if there is no nudeation at the origin. But we
cannot rule this out after the first geometric singularity of the nonlocal flow (see Remark 7.50).

Finally, we note that when n = 1, the evolution of the interfaces is expected to be exponentially
slow in e. This can be proven easily using the energy method of [BK1] combined with the result of
Grant [G]. This exponentially slow motion has already been proven rigorously for the Cahn-Hilliard
equation (cf [ABF], [BH], [G], [BX]).

Section 2: Energy estimates

In this section, we derive all the energy estimates necessary for the next sections. We assume
that ipg is a solution to (1.1) with the boundary data (1.2), that the domain ft C R* is bounded
with Lipschitz boundary and that

EM(P)<C. (2.1)
Here and throughout this paper C denotes a positive constant, that might vary from line to line.
We show that the energy

«M0 * JQ f W + \w&)dx (2.2)
is a Lyapunov functional for (1.1)-(1.2)9 and use this fact to obtain appropriate BV bounds, as
well as some "weak" Holder estimates on ipt. We then produce an X1 limit for the solution y v
In addition we use the fact that Ef[<p] is a monotone function to show that it is weakly compact
in BV(0yT) and compact in Zl(0,3T). Finally we ust the monotonidty of the energy to construct
positive time intervals, where the variation of the energy is uniformly small in t.



Proposition 2.S. Energy estimates.
Lct<p:=(f>fbec solution to (1.1) with boundary condition (l.t) and suppose that the initial

data satisfy (t.l). Let g be defined via g'(s) := i/2W(s) with y(0) := 0, and let 0 < s < T <T.
Then the following statements hold

*f flOttfdxdt + EMM-XJMM«0, (2.4)
J$ Ja
•up [\Vg(ip)\dx< tup f?,M(0<C» (2.5)

F=T (2.6)

Proof. First multiplying equation (1.1) by dt<p and integrating in x9 it follows

* / IM*<k - * f dt<pA<pdx+ i / ftW(v>)dx - A«(t) / ftv>^« = 0
Ja Jo * JQ JO

Using the mass conservation property (1.5) and integrating by part, this reduces to

0t [||Vd> + iVT(v>)] ite = 0.
Equation (2.4) follows from the definition of Et in (2.2) and integration in time from s to r.

Next we obtain the BV estimates (2.5) and (2.6). These estimates are not new (see for example
(M] or [BK]) but we include them for the sake of completeness. Using the definition of £, we have

/ \Vg{<p)\dx « /
Ja Ja

Inequality (2.5) now follows from (2.4) and the initial bound on the energy (2.1). Moreover we
obtain the "weak" Holder estimate (cf [BK])

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.

In particular, it follows that the functional E, is a Lyapunov functional for equation (1.1)-
(1.2). From this fact follows the existence of a limit for <pt and an a-priori bound on the Lagrange
multiplier A«(t) ^ ' ( ) *

Corollary 2.7. Under ike tame hypothesis as in Proposition t.S, the following resvlts hold:

V>€loe(0,r,I4(n)), (2.8)

(2.10)



Proof The statement (2.8) is a direct consequence of Proposition 2-3. Inequality (2.9) follows
from (2.8), since

V*

The last estimate (2.10) is a consequence of the maximum principle and (2.9).

Remark 2.11. The energy estimates imply weak compactness for the sequence g(<p€) in BV(ft x
(0tT))9 so that we can choose a subsequence g(<pg) -— g(v) in BV. This in turn implies that

for some subsequence ip€ -> v in Ll(U x (0,7)), since g~l exists, and ip€ € I°°(0,T;I4(Q)). In
addition, v & i l a.e. and it is "weakly" Holder continuous

L \v{xyr)-*(*,s)\dx £ CVT-S for T£ r £ $ £ 0.
o

This Holder continuity of v in I 1 is due to Bronsard and Kohn [BK]. Here it is a consequence of
(2.6), since this estimate carries over to the limit by lower semi-continuity.

In addition, by choosing another subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the initial data
?*('>0) converge in I 1 (ft) to t?(-,0). From now on we will only consider this subsequence and we
will still denote it by <p€. In what follows we will select still other subsequences of this one, but this
does not have an impact on v.

Another important consequence of Proposition 2.3 is that Eg[<p]{-) is monotone decreasing in
t and hence weakly compact in BV(0,T).

Corollary 2.12. Let<p€ beas in Proposition t.S. Then Et[<p£]{-) i* weakly compact in BV(0,T).
Therefore for an appropriate subsequence ofe's, there exists a function £b(*)

Et[<p€](-) —• J5o(-) in Ll(0,T) and almost everywhere, (2*13)

fcScfccKO — 8tEo(*)> (2.14)
where the weak * convergence is in [C°(0,T)]'.

Proof. By (2.5) Et[<p] is clearly uniformly bounded in Ll(0,T). Moreover the identity (2.4)
implies that Et[<?] is monotone decreasing and thus uniformly in BV(0>T) by assumption (2.1) on
the initial data. Thus we may select a subsequence of e's as claimed.

The results of Modica [M], Modica-Mortola [MM] and Sternberg [S] show that E€ T-converges
to a functional Em which is defined on BV functions by

/ | l , (2.15)
Q

where Co := jix ^2W(<p)d<p. In particular, h is easy to see that for almost all t

limmf Eg[<pt)(t) * Em[v)(t). (2.16)



From Corollary 2.12, we cumot conclude that £© is E,[v], but we know that for almost all t, we
have £„(.) >£.[»](•)•

In Corollary 2.12 we have shown that for almost all t,

Define for any 9 > 0 a set N(T}) C [0,T] as the set of all jump points of £b with height at least 17:

*(«?) - {« I ess inf £b(«) - « * sup £*,(«) £ ? ) . (2.17)

Then for any 17 > 0 the set N(rj) is finite, since £b is monotone decreasing in an X1-«ense:

E*{t)>Eo(s) for almost every «>«. (2.18)

In fact, since Et[<p,)(t) < C by (2.5), it follows that

#*0?)<£. (2-19)

Ibr to > 0 we define T,(tjtto) > 0 by

.«o) /

V. (2.20)

The following lemma is very important in our approach. It is based on the fact that £0 is
monotone decreasing. It basically says that given any to £ ^(T?)«

 w e cm fad *& ope* interval
(to - ?o(t?»fo)t*o + To(r),to)) on which the variation of the energy £«M(0 is uniformly small in e.

Lemma 2.21. Let <p » <p, be as in Proposition 1.8. Let 0 < to i. N(n), when N(rj) is given by
(1.17) and let T,(n,to) be as in (S.tO). Then there exists To(i7,to) > 0 such that

T«(i?,to) > ro(i?,to) fore< eo(i?,to).

In particular

t+T(,«o) t

/ (ft/)2 dx it
^) JQ

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T, -* 0 for some subsequence. Then using (2.4) and the
monotonidty of £«[?«], we have for almost any r > 0

l (dt<p)*dxdt

Mni ( £

Km (£,M(«o - r) - £«

8



Thus
0 < ri < ess inf Eo(s) - ess sup J5b(s) < 9,

by the choice of to*

Section S: A first approximation

The subsequent sections will be restricted to radially symmetric solutions; without loss of
generality we will assume that tl is the unit disk in R", n £ 2.

The evolution for (p s ^«(r,<) becomes in radial coordinates

0f (3.1)

where as explained in the introduction, we choose W(<p) s | (1 - <p*)7. Moreover, since we consider
the case of a Neumann boundary condition and since ip is smooth,

and ?'(0, t) m 0. (3.2)

Thus mass is preserved. We assume the following conditions on the initial data

lltf HL-(O,I) < C, (3.3)
and

EM) < C (3.4)
In addition, we assume that there exists u>0 such that

|O|-i*9 (3.5)

in order to ensure that the limit problem has an interface.
The next proposition is essential to the approach used in this paper. It is used to show that,

away from the origin, the solution (pt is a-priori close to the function ±?(£) where q solves

1W*W(q) with « ( - o o ) « - l , *(oo)«l , q(0)«0.

In other words the solution <pt is dose to the one dimensional standing wave solution ±g(O asso-
ciated to the equation ut = vtt - W(u), as is predicted from the formal asymptotic expansions of
Rubinstein-Sternberg (cf [RS]). For the existence and properties of the standing wave solution q
we refer to Aronson-Weinberger [AW] and to Fife-McLeod [FM]. When W(<p) = | (1 - <p*)\ this
standing wave is given by q(() s tanh(()«

Proposition 3.6. Let <pg and $ satisfy (8.1)-(3.5). Let 0 < JZo < 1, and t\>U. Then Jar any
t2<t<h



Proof. First we note that IMIt-(Ox(o,T)) <Cby assumption (3.3) and Corollary 2.7. Therefore,
multiplying (3.1) by e / , integrating over (rjtp) C (JZo.l), using that the energy is bounded (cf
(2.5)) and the bound on Ac() (cf (2.10)), it follows

** » I I «* I 7 t P

)) (3.7)

-

Next integrating in IJ over (J2o» 1) and again using the bound on the energy (2.5), we find for

\ (3.8)

So we are left with estimating the last term in (3.7). For this we follow Stoth ([SI]) and consider
the equation satisfied by dt<p on ft x (<a«<i)

We multiply it by edt<p and integrate over Q x (U,T) for r < <i to obtain

^ / €*V« ftdxdt- f I cVtAv?«dxdt = - [ I W(<p)(<pt)
7dxdt

la Jo </ta Jo Jt» Jo

+ /T«a«A,
Ji%

by the mass conservation property (1.4). Next we integrate by parts and find using the boundary
condition (3.2) and that W"(<p) = 2(3y? - 1 ) is bounded:

f
Jt*

10



The proposition now follows from (3.8).

Now according to Lemma 2-21, we can choose To small enough such that t j£*T° JaiVt)2 dx dt
is as small as desired if to £ N(v)- This means that, away from the origin, the solution (pg is as
dose as we want to the standing wave q in (to - 7b»*o + To). This is the content of the following
important consequence of Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 2.21.

Proposition 3.9 (First approximation).
Let <p€ and <p* satisfy (3.1) - (8.5). Let 0 < Ro < 1 and 6 > 0. Let 0 ? U> t N(ri)

forr) = f?(£,JZo) as defined below in the proof. Then there exists To = 7b(£, JZo,<o) > 0 and
e0 = £o('f <Ro*<o) > 0 such that

We then rename N(n(6,Ro)) to be N(6,Rc).

Proof. Define tj via y/fj s j^f^ , with C(Ro) u in (3.7), and choose To = To(*,i2o,*o) to
be as in Lemma 2.21. Then we use Proposition 3.6 with Ij m to + Zo and the mean value over
t2 € (to - Jo*<o - ^ ) to obtain for <o - Y < < < <o + To

for f < eo(S,Ro,to). We then rename f to be To.

Remark S.10. If <o « 0, then the same result as Proposition 3.9 holds true with (-To, To)
substituted by [0, To). A condition for this is, that e3 / n 0<y£(x, 0) dx - • 0, which by equation (1.1)
is equivalent to the condition e* JQ{&<P, - jiW'(<?t))

7(x,0)dx-> 0.

This proposition is crudal in our approach. It has two important consequences. The first one
is that we can define the interfaces of <pt by showing that the level sets of <pt are graphs. This
is done in Section 5. The second consequence is even better approximation of <pt by the standing

11



wave solution associated to (1.1), namely we obtain a second order approximation for <p9. This will
be shown in Section 6. Finally thi6 approximation will be used in taking the weak limit of equation
(3.1) to obtain the desired limiting equation in Section 7.

Section 4: Two additional estimates in the radial ease

In this section we first obtain a better estimate on the Lagrange multiplier Ac(-). In CoroUaiy
2.7 we have shown that the I°°-norm of the Lagrange multiplier is of order ^», but the formal
asymptotics suggest that the Lagrange multiplier is bounded in t. Here we prove that in fact the
£'-norm of Af (•) is uniformly bounded.

An other objective of this section is to study the blow up of <p[ and W(<pt) at the origin.
So let 9 s <p€ be a solution of the radial equation (3.1) with the Neumann condition (3.2), the

energy bound (3.4) and the mass condition (3.5).

Proposition 4,1. (Estimate on the Lagrange multiplier). Far Xt as in (1.1) we have the
estimate

I \Xg(t)\
7it < C.

Jo

Proof. We multiply the nonlocal differential equation (3.1) by if>\ integrate over (e,p) and
multiply by p*-lon~l. This yields

- (n - j )
«:<7«(p,<r). (4.2)

The idea now is to integrate this equality in p over the set where <p is dose to 1 and in o over
the set where <p is close to —1. For this to give a meaningful result, it is important to prove that
the measure of both these sets is bounded away form sero uniformly in t. This follows from the
property that the mass is conserved and the fact that the measure of the transition layers of ^ are
uniformly small.
Indeed define (for IJ less but close to 1)

C :« C,(t) » { y € f t : ^

B := Bt{t) :* {« 6 ft: - ^ < ¥<

We observe that these definitions and the conservation of mass imply immediately

£*(C) + £*(B) < £»(ft), (4.3)

t,C*{C) - i£"(B) < M.(t) < i£*(C) - r,F(B) (4.4)

12



where

O\BOC
b the mass, without the transition tones.
But by the energy estimate (2.5) we have Jo\BvcW(v!)ix - Ct>w

Thus for € sufficiently small, assumption (3.5) implies

| > o, (44)

and

Now note that the equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) define a polygon and the calculation of the corner
points together with the above estimate (4.5) yields

(4.7)

if only fj is dose enough to 1.

l*(O)

s

Fifurt l:

Thus for 17 dose enough to 19 depending on «v, we obtain that

(4.8)

13



for all sufficiently small t.
Now we return to formula (4.2). We integrate it over p € B\Bj^ and ° € C\Bj^ and use

estimate (4.8) to find (with wn being the measure of the sphere)

<\f
< e|ft|« (jf \dttf At) (jf frf ix)* + 2£.(̂ ) + (n-

+ lV (4.9)

once again applying the energy estimate (2.5) Now we choose JZo small enough, square the inequality
and integrate in time to conclude.

Remark 4*10. As a consequence of this proposition, we choose a further subsequence of c's such
that A, — Aoinl*(0,r).

Proposition 4.11. Far <p = (pt we have the estimate

rT

Jo \2 e /
< C. (4.12)

Proof. We multiply the nonlocal equation (3.1) by (-r*- ly£) and integrate over (0,a). This
yields

t f\Wsn~l dr + (u- l)e ftfV** ifr - 7 IV^r*-1 dr
Jo «/o e Jo

Vtr-1 * + e f bwifj*-1 dr.
Jo

Hence
n —

Jo * Jo

< (5WPW + \m*

Now the left hand ride at * s £ is bounded by the mean value of the right hand ride taken
over s € (1/2,1). Therefore the energy estimate (2.5), the I°°-bound (2.8) and the bound on the
Lagrange multiplier (4.1) give
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This establishes the result, since in the interval ( J, 1) there is nothing to prove.

Section 5: Definition of the interfaces of ipg and of the limit v

In this section we present the definition and properties of the interfaces of ip$ and of v. The
definition of the interfaces is based on the fact that Proposition 3.9 implies a lower bound on \<p'€\
such that we can apply the Implicit Function Theorem. Indeed, let

& < | and 0 < Q < tank [| - tank"1 i l be such that W(Q) > J. (5.1)

We will study the level sets of <pt, of value less than Q. This precise choice of Q is important
in the eUipticity Proposition 6.24 and in the following.

According to Proposition 3.9, £|y<| ' > J in the subset of (Ao, 1) x (to - To,<o + 2o) defined
by \<p€\ < Q% since in this set W(<p9) > \. This means that <pt must be monotone in r on each
connected component of this set.

So let (pg satisfy (3.1) through (3.5), and define for any JZo > 0

U (<b-W,ft.«i)f«D +W,JfeflD))f (5.2)

where 6 is a fixed constant to be chosen later. We remark that by definition Aj^ is open and that
its complement has at most finitely many points, all of them in N(6,Ro).

Let CBO t>e °P e n *&d its closure still in Aj^. Then Cj^ and hence CR^ can be covered by
finitely many of the (to - 7b(<5,iiWo),*o + 7b(6, Ao,to)), t h a t w e r e ^ ^ t o d e f i n e AR*' T h u s o n

, Proposition 3.9 implies that

- e*\<p'\> + 2W(<p)\\L.(Ro%l) < 26\

for a!l£<£o(#,J2o).
We now consider the ue problemw in the strip (Ro> 1) x Cj^.
Let Q be as in (5.1). Then on {|^c| < Q) n (JJo, 1) x CBO, we have e*|#|* > J. Thus for any

-Q < a < Q the set {<fi,(r,t) = a) n (£o, 1) x C/^ consists of a collection of graphs ri(*,a<).
Moreover by the implicit function theorem the following identities hold

Using the co-area formula this implies an JT^-estimate on r£. Indeed

15



Thus

•fc«« / -Q W / V* JCm, JRc

Thus we may choose o, € (-Q,Q) such that (for some bigger C(£o»0)

This in turn implies that the graphs r*(-f at) are Holder-^ by imbedding.
We define the interfaces of the e problem by

ri{t):=ri(t$a€). (5.3)

WE note that none to these interfaces hits the fixed boundary 0ft, because on the fixed boundary
ifft s 0 and thus by Proposition 3.9, the values of <pe have to be dose to ±1. But on the interfaces
the values of <pt are given by a€ and are hence uniformly away from ±1. Thus all the interfaces
exist, as long as they do not hit r s RQ. This allows us to introduce the notation

f j : Jj C C * —• (/Zo9l) for t = lt^Mg (5.4)

with r[ > rj+ 1 and rj m R* on 0% n C ^ . In addition *tSn(^c(M) - a f) is fixed in Cj^. We
continue <pc by its boundary values to values r > 1.

Proposition 5*5. The number Mg of graphs r\{fy is finite.

Proof. By definition ^*(r£(0>0 s a< an(^ therefore there exist points 4(t) such that

with the property that (p't(c[(t),t) s 0. Now the estimates given by Proposition 3.9 imply

and <pc(c[(t),t) have opposite signs for consecutive Vs. In consequence,

U(^(c^(0.0)-«(^(4(0.0)l«lp(v«(etfl(0,<))l+yW4(<),«))l > c(6) > o.

Thus
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by the energy estimate (2.5). Thus M€ h uniformly bounded.

As a result of this proposition, for a subsequence of t's (depending on the set CJI,) the number
«; Mo must be constant, and for i « l f —, Afo» there exist

(5.6)

(5.7)

such that rj —> F1

weakly in El*(I}^) and uniformly.
In view of this we define for any It* > 0 and any C*, compact in it*, the limit set

some t « 1, ~ , Mo).:« {(k, h)\k€ C*. and f0

This set T contains the free boundary 8{v s - 1 } , but it may contain more-
Next we study the "t-problem" locally around r any (&, ̂ o) € T (here by locally renaming the

interfaces rj):
Let m€ be given by the property that at time io, there are exactly mg graphs r[ which converge

to fo, i.e.
i (5.8)

Since all the r[ are uniformly Holder-}, there exUtt a box

around (2o,?o) that contains exactly m, graphs, all of them defined over the entire interval (ii,?a).
In addition, these graphs in B are 0(1) away from all other graphs. Of coarse, m( is independent
of «, if e < £o(Ao> C«o) i« small enough.

17



In conclusion, by putting together all the above results, we have the following

Proposition and Definition 6.9. The local situation.
For all (to, f o) € F with f o 7* 1 there exists a natural number mo and a number v € {-1,0, +1}

and a box B- (tuh) X (a, 6) C C ^ x (AQ, 1) such that
(1) {ip s at) n B consists of m€ graphs r\ over (ti,?*), which are uniformly H6lder-\ and with
derivatives uniformly in L7, and rj > r^+1

f
(t) mf c mo, t/e is small enough and at Jo, exactly mo interfaces converge to r0,
(3) r* -• f* iint/orm/y cm/ 0,r* —- &f* weakly in L%{fu I2) for 1 < t < mo,
( 4 ) ( I ) f l i
(5) for some 17 > 0 with a -1) > Re the sets {(tuh) * (a - if,a]} n { / s a9} and {(tiJa) x |
17)} n {^e B a«} one empty,

{ +
-
0,0, otherwise.

If fo B 1, t&en 2? s (ti,ta) x (a,() (tC/i© X (JZo9l)9 &tif #tnoe toe continued <pe by its boundary
values, the above definitions remain meaningful.

Due to symmetry of the argument we will later on only explicitly describe the case <p«(io,6) >
4*» such that v is either +1 or 0. The case v B 0 corresponds to the case that the limit v has
a *phantom* interface at which v ^jumps9 from 1 to 1 or -1 to - 1 , whereas the case v ^ 0
corresponds to true interfaces of v.

Section 6: A rigorous first order expansion

Once again throughout this section we assume that ipt satisfies (3.1) through (3.5), such that
the analysis of the preceeding sections is valid.

We now have well-defined interfaces. We propose to study the solution near each interface.
The final goal is to pass to the limit in equation (3.1) around each interface. For this we will need
a very good approximation of the solution <pt in JJ1>O°. This section is devoted to obtaining this
approximation. The idea is to show that the asymptotic expansion is rigorous up to second order,
at least in a weak sense. We will show this using appropriate J5Tlt2 error estimates. However, we
will not prove an approximation of tp€ everywhere in ft as in [S2]. Instead, with the use of a cut-off
function, we only consider the approximation of <p€ locally around the interfaces.

In this section, we restrict the discussion to the box B defined in Proposition 5.9. First we
introduce a stretched variable around the biggest interface r\(t) in the box B. Let

such that z € ( : : 4 ^ » ^ f f i V Rom now on, we shall use capital letters for functions defined in
the stretched variables and minuscule letters for functions written in the original variables, so that
for example

••(*,<) :«V,(M). (6.2)
Moreover the index t will be dropped whenever it does not affect the clarity of the text. Then for
H as in Proposition 5.9, the rescaJing (6.1) maps the collection of points

*-tl<a<r?§ <...<rl<r\<b<b + ti (6.3)
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. i

onto

(See Figure 3.)
Now motivated by tie formal analysis of [RS], we make the ansats that #« is well approximated

sear z m 0 by

The fero-th order expansion *£(*,!) is given by

(6.6)

where /i, = tank"1 a, and Sj Is a partition of unity. More precisely, for 2 < i < m, - 1 the function
S< has support i n j * ^ * ; - l . 1 ^ ^ + 1). whfle Hi has support in ( £ - l,oo) and S,,, has
rapport In (-oo, * * * y ' 41) . Moreover E[ has support in two disjoint intervals each of length
two given typically by ( * ^ i - lt*±£L + 1 ) .

Remark 6.7. We later prove that fc - * - i | is uniformly bigger than 2 (cf Lemma 6.26), as
a consequence of the first approximation Proposition 3.9, so that the above partition of unity is
meaningful.

/

The first order expansion is given by

*!(*,*) - £?(«.<m(*,fy. (6.8)
taO

where # M « *f«(M) tolves

f
I >i<«)«0,
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and W"(9) = 2(3»* - 1). We note that equation (6.9) is the equation satisfied by the first order
term in the asymptotic expansion of [US].

Remark 6.10. We do not impose the differential equation for #u to be satisfied at x = x[, in
order to ensure that the solution remains uniformly bounded over the entire real axis (cf Lemma
6.25). We refer to the work of Niethammer [N], who determines the expansion of the Lagrange
multiplier for the radial, stationary problem with the mass constraint by the condition that the
equation be satisfied in the whole of IL

Remark 6«11. The approximation depends on the direction of the jump. Here we give the
definition for the case as selected in Proposition 5.9. If to the contrary the jump direction was
opposite, the tanh has to be substituted by -tanh.

Remark 6.12. In the formal inner expansion, one also expands \€{i) = Ao(t) + B\\{t) +. . . (see
ptS]). Here we do not do this, since we axe only interested in the zeroth order term. The lowest
order term will be determined later by the mass preservation property.

The rest of this section is devoted to proving that (6.5) is indeed a good approximation to it.
To this end let

»*(*,i) :=: *,(*,t) - 6'(z,t) for It < t < h (6.13)

Proposition 6.14. (Second order approximation). Let £9 be a cut-off function with

for\<a<fi<l$o that
«ipp{(-,t)C(*--2t,+ + 2)

Then for 9 given as in (6.1S), we have the following estimates

(I*? + l«f)*Jdxdt £ Ct*fi, (6.16)
)

0. (6.17)

In order to prove this proposition, we first find the equation satisfied by 9 e . Using the definition
(6.1) for * c *&d equation (3.1), we find (if z < ~*>)

2e _.
W'{*) - eXt{t) « -t* j^^pj

' (6.18)

Define F«(t, *) by W(V«(t, 1)) - i\,(t) for x > *=£.
The equation for 6 e is more complicated because of the extra terms coming from the partition

of unity. To simplify the presentation, we let ©< :«= *o. + «*u- Then we have

- 6 " + W'«&) - e\t{t) « ff,(*,t), (6.19)
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where

4ml

-e,](s?

E (6.20)

This formula comes from a linearization of W'(*) s -2*(1 - •*) around *0. We note that this
ram is only taken over two integers at a time because of the definition of E*. Also as we will see
later, the last two sums are of small order (cf (6.33) and (6.34) ).

Therefore combining (6.18) and (6.19) the equation for the difference is

-f" + lf"(e)f « -2(3et* +18) + F,(x,t) - B,(*,t), (6.21)

and it holds in
2 2 r . > , (6.22)

with boundary values
«'(*',<) = 0 for « « l , . M m c . (6.23)

Next, as in [S2], we foUow an idea of Berger and IVaenlcel and we show that in some sense the
equation (6.23; for 9 is uniformly strictly elliptic.

Proposition 6.24. (Ellipticity). There exist (, > 0 and & > 0, *uch that for Jx<t< l2

'| *f dz

vhert inttrgration i$ either over ( - « • ' + *W | ,rm i) or (0,C~*) or (*Wt
f0).

This proposition is very similar to the proof of Proposition 8 in [S2] and we include its proof
in the appendix.

We are now left with estimating all the terms in the right hand side of (6.21). Ibr this we find
further estimates on # c * *o **<*on *x- TmX w e present a bound on *{» which in particular gives
the estimate | |9 f - •JOjfi-< fc.f t*4+f)x(f,A) Cfi

Lemma 6.25.
H*illj^.-(#-

The proof follows the same line as the proof of Lemma 7 in [S2] but we include it for the sake
of completeness.
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Proof. following Berger and fVaenfcel [BF], the solution »}< of (6.9) is given by

where A{*) » 1 - ianh*(*) and B(i) » - i i ( * ) £ ^ . Therefore

l(*i<)W)l SIVOI (l̂ 'WI j f 1*1 + l^tol jH

Now since A is monotone decreasing, we have the bounds

1 ^ tanhx
A - 1 - t a n h s '

* . ^ f tanhQ) tanh» ^ 1

aothat

Similarly, using that J4'(Z) = -2A(z)ttahz and that B'(*) = -2B(z)tKahz - -^t we have

Putting this together, the lemma follows.

Finally, before proving the second order approximation Proposition 6.14, we need one more
lemma. Most of the proof of this lemma is devoted to showing that • is dose to $o in X°°. So as
yet another consequence of Proposition 3.9, we have

Lemma 6,26. For any t > 0 theft exists e(6) > 0 and M(6) > 0 such that

-»0 ande(i)-• oo as«-• 0.
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Proof. Since t « # - ( * © + £*i) and e||»i||» < ||A«IU < Cyfi by Lemma 6.25 and Corollary
2.7, we may substitute f by • - # 0 *nd G by • 0 in the claim, while only malting a uniformly small
error. Next we show that v is close to v 0 in V by solving explicitly the ODE satisfied by v.

To start with, we note that the solution to the problem (with a, as chosen in section 5)

*(0)«a.,#'>0

is *(*) = tanh(z + /*«), where ft, « tank'1 (a,). The first approximation Proposition 3.9 suggests
that for x_ < * < * + , we have to solve for # s f .

If (*,I)P " 2HW*,<)) = 2K (*,t)
) = « l ' J

where |J^'|U«(«--f^++*)x(r,,fa) $ *'• We solve this ODE by direct integration. Indeed by the
definition of a, we know'that W(*(zJ,t)) = W(at) >26,to that that there exist e*± - e*±(t) > 0
such that for * € (-e '_ ,<) , we have W(*(z + z*t,t)) > 6 and ^(•(e<

± + <<,<)) = <. Propostion
3.9 implies that v' has a fixed sign in this interval, from (6.27), it then follows that

Therefore integrating this for x € (-ei9e^), we find

In consequence,

I I K(* ±\

<«|*l, (6.28)

for x € (-ei,e$.). This implies in particular (because v(e^ + *£,i) is given in terms of t only),
that uniformly in f

-»00 as 8 - • 0.

The above argument generalizes as follows: for any xo € {W(i) >

for x in the maximal connected component of {W($) > 6}, that contains *o»
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Now assume a, < •(*>,*) < V l - V ^ < tanh ( j j j ) . let xj be given by tanhfa + Po)

- %/?. Then by construction M < ^-. Thus (6.29) implies

Consequently there exists z» with |*a| < ^ j , such that *(*a + * » 0 = ««» kence *a + *o - *J
•ome s, and

Of coarse the same argument applies for - tanh ( J ^ J ) < — ^ 1 - ^ < *(^6tO < ««• Thus

cither |* - j ^ | < ^y and then * is well approximated by a tanh as in (6.28) or |*| > Vl-Vt.

Now, if \z - z[\ < ^ , then |* - * 0 | < S, and thus |(* - *o)*o| < 2J.

If \z-z\\ > ^ j , then either • > y/l-VSor # < -y/l-VS- We describe the first case only.
If • > 1, then consequently • > # 0 and *o > 0 by construction so that there is nothing to prove.
If 1 > • > v l - V ? , then 9 is uniformly close to *o» because both are uniformly dose to 1.

Here uniformly means uniformly with respect to 6, and the iuniform closeness9 is given by
M(6).

Potting all cases together proves the Lemma.

We are now ready for the proof of the second order approximation Proposition 6.14.

Proof of Proposition 6.14. Let 5 be (~e"fi + *"»•, zm*) or (0, t"fi) or (zm«, 0). We multiply
equation (6.21) for 9 by (3V, where { i s defined by (6.15), then we integrate in x and t and use
Proposition 6.24 to obtain

Jh Js Jh Js

I+6||(»e).|u-) £ Js |*| V dzdt

(6-30)
it Js

Let M(6) be as defined in Lemma 6.26 and choose S small enough that 6M(6) < &. Incorpo-
rating this in (6.25) yields

Jh Js 2 Jh Js

f
h Js

h Js
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So we are left with estimating the right hand side of (6.31). Using the definition of Ft given by
(6.18), we have (if FOfU)

* • * -?. ft~*

/l, J-«-*+,«. (w + ri

(6.32)

Moreover, we have the estimate

77 (6.33)

for 0 < 1. Indeed, the last two sums in the definition (6.20) of H€ drop out since in (-e~*+*m*, zm*)
the function Em, s 1 and E< s 0 for 1 < s £ m* - 1, while in (0 ,e^) the functions E, s 0 for
2 < t < mf and Si s 1. Then (6.33) follows from the fact that ||$o||oo < h the Lemma 6.25 and
the L2 and L°° bounds on Xt{t) (cf Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 2.7), since it yields

In addition, we claim that

I2 f |JI,|'<fc<tt-0, (6.34)

ms c - • 0. To prove this we need a better estimate on \zi+l — z{\ than the one we obtained in
Lemma 6.26. Indeed this estimate is not strong enough to show that in the set {E,E$+i ± 0} we
have |0i+i - 6»| -• 0 as t - • 0. However, if we go back to Proposition 3.6, formula (3.7), we can
easily obtain the following bound for almost all t € (tuh) by using the energy estimate (2.4) and
(2.5) and Proposition 4.1 and spending a little factor eln(l/c)

.fI))1

Therefore we have in fact for almost all t € (?i Ja)

^ - j r ' l ^ o o asc->0, (6.35)

and therefore
- Bi\ -+ 0 in
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Since 6< are uniformly bounded, we can now conclude that
K/{S,s<+,#o}l®»+»~e»l*<fc* -• 0 as e -• 0 andhence (6.34)follows.

Finally, since |{'(z)| < C p ^ p ? < Ctp, the last term can be estimated as follows

Cwr, /-«

where we have used that in {(*,t)|{(z,f) ^ 0,1}, the function # 0 is exponentially close to ±1
depending if x > 0 or x < *TO«, while fall*illi«(«_-f ^++*)X(r,,r8) < C e - N o w ^ ^ g t h e

bound (2.5), we obtain for fi < 1

f /'' /" l*
< Cf*. (6-36)

The proof now follows from (6.31)-(6.36).
If f0 = 1, all the above arguments are valid, only those leading to (6.32) and (6.36) have to be

changed. If in (6.32) we intergrate over (~e~p + ^ S ^ r ^ ) * t h e re6rJt i s t t e ^ e * For x > i ^ 9
we have F€ = ^ ( ^ ( t , l))-eAc(<). But with the help of the estimate preceding (6.35) and because
(p't(l,t) = 0y we find f* < C(t)eln(l/£)> and the remaining integral in (6.32) still converges to zero
by Lebesgue's convergence theorem. The same reasoning holds for (6.36).

Finally we conclude with some J71*00 bounds from this Elf7 bound.

Corollary 6.37. Let J = Jgood(<) := (-e"* + **•***') U(0 f r° ) iffo?landj = JgOod(t)

Jh
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Proof. The first two results follow from Proposition 6.14 by the Sobolcv imbedding theorem in
R, since V satisfies the differential equation (6.21) and thus f" satisfies the same bounds as • and
• ' .

The last three results follow either from Proposition 6.14 or from the two first results of this
Corollary using the by now "familiar" estimates

r
I "lk*!(-,OllKi..(-^.,^.+^.)* <e3 / ' M O P * ^ C*.

Jh Jh

Section 7: The limit equation

In this section, we first restrict the discussion to boxes B as defined in Proposition 5.9 and we
derive the differential equation of the limiting interface (true or "phantom*) given by r = f\

So once again we assume (3.1) - (3.5) for ip€ and hence the analysis of the preceding sections
applies.

We first consider the case Fo ̂  1 and later point out the differences in the other case.
In the -̂variable the nonlocal equation (3.1) becomes

V ^ \ - Xe(t) = 0. (7.1)

Let C be a smooth time dependent test function with compact support in (ti.t?). First, we multiply
equation (7.1) by *'£ and integrate over (-£~a + *m%£**) x (<i,?a)t

/ C*t*'dzdt- I I

<ldtW{*)dzdt-
Ih «/-•

This can be rewritten as follows

Jll /-»-•+»"« Jil /-«-•+«••
dzdt
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The main part of this section is to evaluate the limit of each term in (7.2) as t -+ 0. This will yield
equation (7.14) for f1.

We start with the third term in (7.2).

Third term. We claim that

t
Indeed the endpoints - e ~ a + *m« and £*• are in JfOOdf *o that we can apply Corollary 6.37 and

replace * by # 0 , «ince jj* | |* - *o||#fi,-(j) dt < Ce*fi and 20 - 1 > 0. The daim (7.3) now follows
•ince #o(—^*a + *m%<) — tanh(dbe*a + /i f) and •o(*~a»<) :

Next, we study the convergence of the fourth term in (7-2).

Fourth term. We claim that

To prove this we first replace 9 by *o- We can do this since \j^r\ < *fc ILnd

approximation Proposition 6.14, • ' is well approximated by *&•
Therefore we only have to consider the limit of the integral

^jarW (7.5)

To find this limit, we divide the interval of integration in subintervals each of them containing one
interface as follows

/ c7ZTri]tf £L L CST^WI (7-6)

where b° m e- f t
f lm« = - e " f t + jm« and 61 « ^ ^ T ^ , for 1 < t < m€ - 1. Then we make the

change of variable z1 = z- z[ and let again x9 s z so that

( 7 .7 )

The last term in the right hand side of (7.7) goes to 0 with c. Indeed the set {S< ^ 0,1} is of

kngth 4, we have the estimate \J^T\ < ^ • n d w e laam t h a t H*o(*)Ilt»(ff«#c4» ^ ° a l m o 8 t

•verywhere since by (6.85) |z'+ 1 - x*\ ̂  oo.
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So, to prove the claim (7.4), we are left with calculating the lint term in the right hand side of
(7.7). for that we note that by the definition (6.6) of wO» we have •o(s+s<) • tanh((-l)<+1*+/ie)
for s € (f^ft + 1 , i"^** - 1 ) , therefore we claim that the first term in the right hand side of
(7.7) converges to

Indeed,

(7.9)

Since |**+» - **| 5=5 oo almost everywhere in (iuh) (see (6.35)), |(1 - tanh3(-))3| € L\R) and
| r - r*| E 3 0 uniformly in (<i,<a) (cf Proposition 5.9), the integral over the first term in the right
hand side of (7.9) converges to 0 with t. For the second term, using that |*| < £, we have

._

±* + n,))U\z\ dz

<CeR+ I (1 - tanh*(±* + /*«))' <i«,
yi«i>«

so the claim (7.8) follows by choosing R • ^f. Therefore (7.4) follows by (7.7) and (7.8).
Next we consider the last term in (7.2).

Last term. We claim that

(7.10)

where y has been introduced in Proposition 5.9 and XQ in Remark 4.10. Indeed integrating by parts
yields
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But
•(e-*f«); • ( - * • +*" \ t )—.±1 (7.12)

uniformly as a consequence of the approximation Proposition (6.14), and since A, —> Ao in I*,
such that (7.10) is immediate. Note that we allow for v = { -1 ,0 ,1} .

Finally, we study the limit of the first and second term in (7-2).

First and second term. We claim that

1 I CWdzdt-l I C r 1 * ' 3 ^ * ^ - / ±<yW<ft. (7.13)

This proof is similar to the convergence of the fourth term. We male use again of the change of
variable z* as z - zi (and letting again z9 s x):

(7.14)

We study the limit of each sum in (7.14). We start with the second sum. We claim that

E t f^
* iml

We know from Proposition 5.9 that dtr* — ' 0(F< weakly in X2(fi,ij). So (7.15) is true if we show
that

^ } strongly in X^Ja). (7.16)

This amounts to showing that we can replace • by QQ in (7.16) since
J?oo(*'o)7 dz * J-coi1 ~ t*»h8(*))2 <** = t- B n t go^K *>** to the original variable z% we have

hf (»')a-(»i

so



since ft£ € L7(R) and since by the energy estimate (2.4), we have /(ft')' dz<tja |Vy>|* dx<C.
This proves (7.16), and hence (7.15), since by Corollary 6.37,

Of (ft'-fti)**rj — 0 strongly in L\iui2).

Finally we study the limit of the first sum in (7.14). We claim that

(7.17)

This is the most intricate estimate because of the many time dependent functions in (7.17).
first, as usual* we replace *' by *{,. This time this is possible because

«(/(*0'^*) £C, (7.18)

while
/ ( • ' - • ; ) * dz dt — 0, (7.19)

(with space integration over (-£*"*+£**',£'*)). Indeed, (7.19) is part of Corollary (6.37). ID order
to show estimate (7.18), we proceed as in [SI] and prove the following a-priori estimate on &$,

J\*t\*dzdt < 2

P /
t€(0vT)/Q

Therefore, using (7.18)-(7.19), we may substitute • ' by % and only have to show that

0, (7.21)

in order to prove (7.17). We first divide the interval of integration as we did while studying the
limit of the fourth term (cf (7.7)).

(7-22)
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Since t (ft /(*<)' dzit) * < C by (7.18) and •£(*+*«)) *=* 0 pointwise for x
1), we have

so that the last sum in the right hand side of (7.22) converge to 0 with e. Similarly, the second
sun converges to 0 with t.

We note that in the first sun in (7.22), the essential fact is that *<>(*+*') = tanh((-l)'+'* +
§it), so that in particular dtt>'0 = 0. Therefore integrating the first sun in (7.22) by parts in time,
we obtain

(7.23)

Since *o(* + '*) € L1 (R) and since • is bounded, the first sum in (7.23) converges to 0 with e.
For the second and third term, we use the fact that f' converge weakly in I? and the fact that
V0(s^^ - 1 ) ^ 0 pointwise and thus in L*. This finishes the proof of (7.21) and hence of
(7.17). Combining (7.15) and (7.17) in (7.14), yields (7.13).

If Fo = 1, the only difference in strategy is, that we integrate (7.1) over
(e~° + zm*tnun(e"at^f*')j. Then everything remains the same, only (7.3) has to be changed
into

In summary, we have evaluated the limit of each term in (7.2). Therefore, using equation (7.2)
and the limit of each term given by (7.3), (7.4), (7.10) and (7.13), we have shown that in the limit
as t -+ 0, we obtain the equation

or the inequality with >, if Fo was in the fixed boundary of the domain. This limit was obtained
in the box B defined in Proposition 5.9. We have thus proven the following

Proposition 7.25. Let A^ U as in (5.2) and C*, be compact in An*. Then for all (f0, r0) € T
as in (5.7) there exists a box B s (tul2) X (o,6) as in Proposition 5.9, such that (fo,io) € B and
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such that TC\B consists of mo « mo(?ot<o) H6lder-\ graphs f1: (iuh) -* (*» *) «***
Moreover, if fo £ 1

(7.26)

& true in the above, if fo

The constant mo(fo,io) can be understood as the "multiplicity* of I \ We shall prove that
d almost everywhere in {p £ 0}. For that we show first that mo(fo,*o) |* 1 in B is equivalent

to p(F0, ?o)Ao(2b) - 0. Then, using the fact that the mass is preserved in time, we calculate explicitly
Ao, and show that Ao(fo) 5* 0.

7b show the first part of this approach, we need the following result.

Lemma 7.27. Assume the statements of Proposition 7.t5. Then if P($>'?O) # 0 and fo # 1

^ r ) w ft Ja), (7.28)

and t/fo = 1, (Aen tAe second of the above inequalities holds.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume v m 1. Now, instead of integrating (7.2) over ( -£~° +
xm ' ,c~") , we integrate only over the last branch of * . More precisely, 1ft cg(t) be the first negative

point where #'(-,<) vanishes. We note that in the same way as we proved that |*'+* - z*| ^ 3 oo (cf
6.35), we can show that eg(t) ^—• — oo pointwise. We integrate (7.2) over (ctJe~a) and we use the
same arguments as before to obtain the limit as e - • 0. This will give an inequality for t\ similar to
(7.26). We only point out the main differences with the previous case. The dalm (7.3) is replaced
by

( ( * ) W(*))[ dt« £ C Jim i
and the proof is the same as before since •'(c»(t),<) s 0.

The claim (7.4) is replaced by

and the proof is similar as above since ct —• — oo.
The claim (7.10) is replaced by

S=J2jf CAo*.

The proof must be slightly modified since we only know that *(c*,f) -> - 1 pointwise and thus in
£*• But this is enough to pass to the limit.

The dalm (7.13) is replaced by

el I C9t*'dzdt- I I C*1
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and the proof is the tame.
So in the limit we find

(7*29)

Similarly, we can integrate (7.2) over (-«"• + *w%d«), where dt is the first point to the right
of zm* for which *' vanishes. Since * 0 ( -«~" + *w«) ^ - 1 and *<,(<*«) ̂  1, this yields in the
limit

t. (7.30)

Since W > 0 we conclude for ( £ 0, that

- / ?C(^

This proves the Lemma.

We now come back to the global situation and the interfaces as defined by (5.6).

Proposition 7*31.
Let A Be Qnd CBO I* <** tn Proposition 7.25. Then the interfaces f s f « defined in (5.6)

evolve in their domain of existenze / j ^ according to

r ) i (732)

In addition for almost all (2o, Fo) € T

either v(io,h)Hk) - 0 or mo(fo,F0)= 1. (7.33)

andifro = 1, then p(5>,f0) # 0.

Proot Define for any Mo > k > j > 1 the set (formally putting f° • +oo and f M « + 1 « -oo)

/ : « {to €

There exists only finitely many j and * as above, and any < has to be in one of the corresponding
r%. So, if we prove the claim in / , this proves the Proposition.

For any & € / and f0 := f*(<o)

Note that almost everywhere in /
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and thus Proposition 7-26 implies that almost everywhere in / (if f* < 1)

(

If mo U even, then y e O almost everywhere in / and thus the differential equation (7.32) is
immediate.

If mo is odd, then lemma 7-27 applies, giving

But since both sides have to agree, the differential equation (7-32) is satisfied.
Finally subtracting the differential equation (7.32) from (7.34) implies

Thus either mo s 1 or ft + *=* = 0, the latter in turn implying that Ao « 0.
If fi m 1 and thus $ m 1, we have > in (7.34) and ft « 0. Thus -mo(n - 1 ) > f

mo is even, then v « 0, which leads to a contradiction. If mo is odd, then by Lemma 7.27 we find

This finishes the proof.

Now we have to identify the limit Lagrange multiplier Ao* To determine Ao in terms of the
interfaces of v, we use the mass conservation property of the nonlocal flow, namely

dt I if€(x,t)dx s 0, and hence 0t I v(x,t)dx c 0.
JQ JQ

Since these are nonlocal quantities, we have to get rid of the constraint JZo > 0.
We recall that Aj^ is open and its complement has only finitely many points (cf (5.2)). For

each CBO compact in Aj^ we defined interfaces f*: Jj^ C Cn* - • [Ro% 1] for i = 1,..., Afo. Putting
this together we generalize the notation, so that we have interfaces

* • 4 > C A* - (/lo,l] for i« l f...,Mo (7.35)

with the property that F* > f*+1 and f1 m Ro on 61*^ n A/^. These interfaces axe locally H61der-|.
Let us extend the definition of f* by Ro to the whole of A^. This extension is of class J5T1*.
Formally we set in addition f* = J*o for • > Afo-

We then define for a sequence JZo "^ 0

»̂ n
Then, since this is a countable intersection, the complement of A has at most countably many
points. In addition we define R*(t) := f*(0» if t € / j ^ and (with a slight abuse of notation)

[0,1] fort = l f . . . . (7.37)
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Then in particular PBc = {& > JZo}. This definition is reasonable, since the A^ are included in
each other with decreasing JZo. Moreover for any JZo the F* were constructed (see section 5) by
•electing subsequences, and, making the appropriate choices of subsequences, we may assume that
the subsequence does not depend on JZo. In addition it is possible to choose a€ independently of
JZo- Thus the limits f* coincide on intersections of the sets A^ x

Proposition 7*38. In the set A the limit Lagrange multiplier is given by

where summation is over all interfaces of radii less than 1. If the space dimension is strictly bigger
than 2, then XQ J£ 0. If the space dimension is equal to 2, then Ao # 0 in case of an odd number of
interfaces, and identically zero in ease of an even number of interfaces.

Proof. Since <pg -• v in X1 and v « ±1 almost everywhere, the same is true for

By construction \ t has interfaces rj for t s 1, „., Af0 in ^4/̂  x (JZo, 1). Thus for t € ^4^ and c -* 0

• {2 ̂ ("1) }
i)M°+i(i2o)n - 4 .

Differentiating the resulting identity yields

A/
JU

This can be rewritten as

ft/

where x 1* the characteristic function of A and / i ^ is a measure with support in (0,T)\A.
Since dt<p € BV((0,T) x ft), we know that ft / w > B e »<k € BV(0,T) uniformly bounded with

respect to JZo and thus, since J^>Kc vdx-+ JQ vdx

f vdx -^ 0 = dt I vdx in IC°(O,T)J'. (7.40)
J\*\>Rc JO
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We now use the differential equation (7.32) to calculate the limit of the sum in (7.39):

iml

where A/2(0 := #{< | fty) > Re) and Jlfi(<) the first index, such that the corresponding interface
is less than 1.

We assume without loss of generality, that v is positive near dtt. Then we remark that if
v{fi) ± 0, then (-1)<+1 s -i/(f*)» because for any t with v{fi) = 0 an even number of interfaces
collides. In the second sum, we may substitute (-1)<+J by -v(f*)t because, either they agree, or
(F')n~J is added up an even number of times with alternating signs. Thus

B-i)*1^)*-1* -
iml

We now want to pass to the limit J2o -»0. This is possible due to the following bounds. Since
the jumps of v are exactly given by the interfaces JZ\ with ^(it1) ^ 0, we have the formula

rap / \Vv\ as raputn 7^ IK^l)l(^)m">I ^ C.
(OtT)JQ X ^ j

For the second sum we apply Proposition 4.11. By lower semicontinuity the estimate (4.12) carries
over to the limit g(v) = Jt> and thus

// / Mr*-1 drdt
JO J0

So we know that all the sums converge absolutely as JZo —> 0 and by the monotone convergence
Theorem this convergence (after multiplication with x " in (7.39)) is in X1(09T)

This, together with (7^9) and (7.40), implies
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and

3
*+ {*-*) ] £ *<#}(*?)*"*-0 almost everywhere in

We now summarize the results of this section in

Corollary 7.42.
Let A be given by (7.S6) and R{ by (7.37). Then for any 0 < Re < 1 the evolution of the

interfaces is governed by

Furthermore
R*<0 inl^. (7.44)

The Lagrange multiplier Ao i$ uniformly bounded and changes sign at most at finitely many points.
If the space dimension is strictly bigger than tor if the space dimension is t and there is an odd
number of interfaces, then

i/(<f R*(t)) ? 0 implies mo(t, #(f)) « 1 *i i j , . (7.45)

Locally in Aj^ x (<Ro,l) the fret boundary d{v s -1} ofv either is a graph or consists of exactly
two graphs which meet or nucleate. In the first case the free boundary ofvis locally given by one of
the graphs R' and the corresponding v(R*) is constant and nonzero while none of the other graphs
Rk are close. In the second and third cases the free boundary is given by exactly two true interfaces
Ri and Rk that either meet and then form a single "phantom* interface or that nucleate from a
single "phantom* interface.

Proof. By Proposition 7.31 we know that in Ij^ the evolution equation is satisfied, and by
Proposition 7.38 we have a formula for the Lagrange multiplier. Combining both Propositions we
see

R* <0

where summation is over all interfaces of radii less than 1. But, if k is the smallest index such that
the corresponding interface has radius less than 1 and has nonzero *>, then

<(HRi)\Ri{R")^iti<k
- \ 0, otherwise

This proves that & < 0 in 1^ for any Ro > 0.
Since mass is preserved there exists an £»!•« given in terms of the initial mass, inch that

J21 > Rm\»- Thus by the above Rl < 0 in I]imlM « Anmim and & jumps at most at finitely many
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points. This implies that the denominator in the formula for Ao is bounded below, and since the
nominator is an alternating sum, Ao is uniformly bounded.

In Aj^i. H {# m 1} the differential equation for Rl is - ( i t - 1 ) « f K # ) V Substituting the
formula (739) for Ao into this yields

where summation is again over all interfaces whose radii are less than 1. But we observe that
the left hand side of this equality is non positive because the first non vanishing coefficient is
negative. Since the right hand side is strictly positive, the set AR^^ D {A1 = 1} must have measure
zero. Since Rl is monotone decreasing and continuous in J4J^,BI this implies that JR1 < 1 in
<AJUI»' an(^ *ku8 the sign of the limit order parameter v is fixed in any connected component of
{(f,r) 11 € Anmdm and r > Rl(t)}. As a consequence we first obtain an improved formula for Ao

Ao«-|(n-l)|

where summation now ranges from 1 to oo. Furthermore, since the sign of Ao is given by the first
nonzero v in the above sum, the sign of Ao is constant in any connected part of Anmim*

Now suppose t € <£*, for some RQ. Fix Rj(t) and Rk{t) with j < k and assume that there exists
for both (#'(*), t) and (£*(*),<) a neighborhood, such that in these neighborhoods v(R>) « pj and
v{Rk) as pk are constant and nonzero. Thus by the differential equation

• Vj) (7.46)

>Ao(i>*-fj),

and hence the distance between R* and Rk increases if Ao(f* — *v) > 0. This is in particular true

In the case that the dimension of the space n > 3, we know from (7.33) and Proposition 7*38
that for almost every t € ABC, the condition v(t>Rj(t)) £ 0 implies mo s 1. By the definition of
mo, this implies that for almost all * and all points (£'(<),<) with R*(t) > R* and *<t, Jt'(f)) # 0
there exists a box B such that the set T D B consists exactly of the corresponding Rj. Thus the
observation (7.46) implies that the distance between all interfaces Rk and Rj increases if they have
the same normal, and hence such interfaces can never meet. As a consequence we find that if two
Rj and Rk with non vanishing normal meet at some point t, then 19 — v* is either in the set {2,0}
or in the set {0, - 2 } in a whole neighborhood of the meeting point and consequently does not
change sign. Thus (7.46) shows that either A* - Rk £ 0 or A* - Rk < 0 in the whole neighborhood
of the meeting point, because the sign of Ao is fixed and *$» - ^ is Iipschitz continuous in
the neighborhood. Meeting is only possible in the second case. Integrating the inequality yields
(Rj - Rk)(r) < 0 for r bigger than the meeting time. On the other hand by the ordering we
know (R* - Rk)(r) > 0, thus equality follows after the meeting point. A similar result holds for
nudeation. Thus at most two true interfaces can nucleate from a "phantom* interface and then
stay apart or at most two true interfaces can meet and then form a single "phantom* interface.
These are the only possibilities of geometric singularities in i t* , .

Of course "phantom* interfaces cannot meet each other, because they move by mean curvature.
Moreover they can only meet any of the true interfaces at one of the above meeting points because
otherwise the density mo would be bigger than 1 on a true interface.
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Similar arguments apply for n = 2. Indeed in that case the Lagrange multiplier has locally
either a fixed sign, or is identically zero. In the first case, the same analysis as above applies
because the density mo of interfaces with non vanishing normal is 1 again. In the second case, all
the interfaces move by mean curvature and cannot meet anyway. Thus the proof of Corollary 7.42
is complete.

Remark 7.47. The evolution equation is the radial version of the expected limiting nonlocal
geometric problem

where Vi is the normal velocity and A, is the sum of the principal curvatures of the interface IV
Note that in the right hand side of (7.43), we sum only over interfaces R* such that p{Ri) 5* 0.

These interfaces represent exactly the free boundary of v. If i/(A') = 0, these "phantom* interfaces
are not seen by the limit v and they correspond to collapsing ^-interfaces. They do not have an
impact on the evolution of the other interfaces.

Remark 7.48. The limit v satisfies the weak Holder continuity estimate in Remark 2.11. For true
interfaces it implies that at the points of N(Ro) (see (2.17) and Proposition 3.9 for the definition)
only one of the following behaviours of the graphs R* is possible.

As seen in the proof of Corollary 7.42 at most two true interfaces can meet or nucleate at a point
t € N(Ro)- Two meeting true interfaces can only continue as true interfaces accross t € N(Ro) if
Ao changes sign at this time point, and this can only happens if a true interface nucleates from the
fixed boundary.

Any true interface that does not meet with another one at times in N(RQ) continues as a single
true interface across this time point.

When there exists a continuation, it has to be of class H61der-| and thus the differential
equation is satisfied across that point.

Example 7.40. Colliding interfaces are generic to the nonlocal flow. Indeed if two interfaces
are sufficiently close to each other initially, sufficiently close with respect to their distance to the
others and to their own size, then they have to meet before the smaller of them has time to shrink
to zero.

Let n as 3 and assume that there are three initial interfaces. Then their evolution, as long as
they all exist, is governed by

Therefore

and thus (R3)3(t) > - 2 ( n - l)t + Thus Jl* cannot dissapear at the origin, as long as
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Since mass is preserved the biggest interface is bounded below by some number Rm\n, which
is such that the mass of a ball of radius JZni* equals the initial mass:

J3 -
Since all interfaces are decreasing, this implies the following bound for

Subtracting the equation for the second and third interface results in

Now suppose the interfaces R* and JZS do not meet before R* vanishes. Then we can integrate the
above inequality, use the bound for fiQ and evaluate the result at <ni*x to find

If (A* - Jt*)'(O) is small, then HWo is approximately R\0) and it is dearly possible to choose
initial data for R} that contradicts the above inequality. Thus R* and A3 have to meet before the
smaller one had time to dissapear. After the meeting point the evolution becomes stationary and
Rl

Remark 7.50. Our estimates of section 6 are strong enough to prove that

Thus jumps in the energy correspond to either Jumps in interfaces or jumps in density. If we
impose that initially no interfaces with vanishing normal exist and that there are only finitely many
interfaces initially, then by the maximum principle for the e-equation, no interfaces can nudeate
from the origin as long as the smallest of the initial interfaces has not disappeared. Thus up to
that time all interfaces have nonvanishing normal and consequently density 1 and are continuous.

Section 8: The viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation

Here we consider the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation in Six := fl x (0,T) as introduced by
Novick-Cohen [NC]

adt<p - Ati c 0, (8.1)

« « -ttxp + \w\ip) + pdtip. . (8.2)

Imposing Neumann-zero boundary conditions for both tt and <p and applying the usual techniques
one obtains the equations

i / |Vn|* dx + dtEg(<p) + v I ItVI* dx * 0 (8.3)
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and
/ d&ix m 0 and fudx = i fw'(<p)dx. (8-4)

Jo /o * Jo
We want briefly show, how this equation relates both to the Cahn-Hilliard and the nonlocal

ABen-Cahn equation.
Let us first consider the limit v -• 0, keeping all the other parameters fixed. Formally the

limit problem is the standard Cahn-Hilliard equation. If the initial energy is uniformly bounded
in p, this can be shown rigorously. First we note that the estimate (8.3) immediately gives weak
compactness in £2(ftr) for Vip and a bound of ̂  in I4(fir). But since the equation is nonlinear
it is important to have strong compactness in Ll(ilx) for ip. To this end we note that the first
equation (8.1) implies

( ) ( ) E,(<p)(0) (8.5)

and thus (with Et(<p)(0) <C)

a ||<p(; • - h) - <p ||Lt(if-»^) < C • h. (8.6)

Kow interpolating between I2(JJ-1*) and L\HX*) yields

i (8J)

This implies strong compactness for <p in X1(nj) .
Of course the estimate for Vu of (8.3) together with the bound of its mean value by (8.4) imply
weak compactness in £3(ftr) for both u and Vu. This convergence is strong enough to pass to the
limit !/ —• 0 in the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation (8.1) and (8.2).

If the limit a —• 0 is considered, the limit problem will be the non-local equation. To see this,
once again asssume that the energy is uniformly bounded in a. Then the estimate (8.3) yields the
X1-compactness of the order parameter <p immediately, and the weak £3(ftj)-compactness of u
and Vu is again obtained from (8.3) and the mean value condition (8.4). This compactness allows
to pass to the limit in (8.1) and (8.2). The limit of (8.1) gives Au m 0 for the limit, and thus u is
a constant. But then (8.4) yields the correct formula for it and we find the non-local equation in
the limit.

So we see that both the non-local equation and the Cahn-Hilliard equation occur as special
degenerate limits of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Appendix: EUipticity of the linearized AUen-Cahn equation

Here we give the proof of the elliptidty Proposition (6.24).

Proof of Proposition 6.24. Let 5 be one of the sets of integration as in Proposition 6.24. We
start integrating the left hand side of the claimed estimate by parts. This results in

{LHS) m /(-f" + W"{e)*)1?iM
S

/ (|tf + W(e)*8)£J dz + 2 /
s Js
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Here we should point out that « i s not necessarily smooth at * » z<. But sind « vanishes at these
points, the integration by puts is nevertheless valid. Now we note that W(B) = 2(30* - 1 ) , and
in the set where this function is strictly positive nothing is to prove. Careful study of 6 will show,
that the measure of the set where Wn is not strictly positive is small enough, such that the integral
of ** over this set can still be controled by the integral of •'*.

So we introduce for any a > 0 the set

We want to estimate the diameter of any connected component of /«. By definition (6.5) and (6.6)

i

with

II * i lli,-<-*-*+*r'.«-'> < O|| A« || < —^ uniformly in time

by Corollary 2.7 and Lemaa 6.25.
Since W ( G ) < 2a * | 9 | < yj*& we thus find

i

We return to (A.1). We continue to estimate as follows

/

But, using ¥(xj) = 0, gives

(LBS) * f |fft* iz + TatVfdx

- (2 + 2o) / **{* dx + 2 / *'*tt <fc. (A.4)

m2 dz (A.5)
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by (A.3) and since |/x, m \tanh~lat\ < tank^Q. Note in addition that by construction [JP C
{( m 1}. We pat this into (A.4) and continue to estimate

(l - (2 +2a) (tank'1 Uill + Ce} + ianh'^ W |*f*8 <f*

•:*(•,«)

+ 2a / t V dx + 2 / f'?ft <b. (A.6)
•rS JS

The number <* tarns out to be positive if e m 0 and a « 0 by the choice of Q in (5.1), and thus
there exist positive Co and no such that

for all e < £0-
This proves the proposition with Ci = }co(*o*ao) and <j S 2OO, if we still use the Holder

estimate for / * ' » { ' {
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